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Joshua Bell brings a fresh "voice" to 15 of
che most unforgettable melodies from opera
and GlassLcal song. The selections on tliis all

new reeordmg include such favorites as
Schubert's "Ave Maria," Rachmaninoff's

"Vocalise and Tchaikovsky's "None But die
Lonely Heart." as well as beloved arias by

Mozart, Bizet, Dvol^ak, Massenet &others.
Opera's hottest new star, Anna Netrebko
joins Bell in aperformance ofthe soulful

Strauss song "Morgen!".
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Americans spend over one million dollars
on energy every minute.

So who has the power to change that?

. •;nraina economies in the developing world and
f arowth among the industrialized nations, globalcontmued growth am^ As aresult, supplies are tight. Prices

™risinrA"<l
^ Iswe've qot a huge sourceof alternative energy

In^i^ound us Ifs called conservation, and it's the lowest cost
nlwTource of energy we have at hand. Areduction of just 5%
nf ninhal energy use would save us the equivalent of over
10 riiinon barrels of oil aday. Clearly, saving energy is like
finding it. So how do we do it?

r=tinn energy efficient technology into new construction"onLmp.lon by 40%. Governments and
K ccp.; must reduce their own energy use and promote ^
rnnlpSion to their citizens and employees. Further improvements
in fS efficiency will play acrucial role, too. And the average
'V"® wields incredible power when it comes to conserving
energy, from driving slower to switching to more efficient
home applia"^®^ /

Conservation Facts;

If everyone reduced their driving
speedfrom 65 to 55mph, we'd save

three million gallonsof gas a day-

Replacing one incandescent
lightbulb with a compact fluorescent
lamp would save500 pounds ofcoai
and over a 1/2 ton of CO2 emissions.
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If Just one in10 homesused
ENERGY STAR'- qualified appliances,

the environmental benefit would
be like planting 1.7millionnew

eff! '99-3 '•'1 n

Of course, not only does using less energy mean there's more . '^c4'
fuel to go around, it also means fewer greenhouse gas emissions. "a.
The fact is, if everyone began conserving today, we dsee ^n^ra
results immediately. We've taken some of the steps needed to 5^get started but we need your help to get the rest of the way. J
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